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50 m  M1  Specifies the length of the section between the dangerous signal and the beginning of the passage or area where regulations apply, or point

500 m  M1  Specifies the length of the section between the dangerous signal and the beginning of the passage or area where regulations apply, or point

2400 m  M1  Specifies the length of the section between the dangerous signal and the beginning of the passage or area where regulations apply, or point

4.5 km  M1  Specifies the length of the section between the dangerous signal and the beginning of the passage or area where regulations apply, or point

15 km  M1  Specifies the length of the section between the dangerous signal and the beginning of the passage or area where regulations apply, or point

53 km  M1  Indicates the brand of fuel distributor and the distance remaining until the next fueling station on a motorway service area or divided highway without waterfront access.

50 m  M2  Specifies the length of the dangerous section or subject to regulation or subject the indication

500 m  M2  Specifies the length of the dangerous section or subject to regulation or subject the indication

2500 m  M2  Specifies the length of the dangerous section or subject to regulation or subject the indication

4.5 km  M2  Specifies the length of the dangerous section or subject to regulation or subject the indication

15 km  M2  Specifies the length of the dangerous section or subject to regulation or subject the indication

M3a  Indicates the position of the relevant channel by the panel that complete

M3a  Indicates the position of the relevant channel by the panel that complete

M3a  Indicates the position of the relevant channel by the panel that complete

M3b  Indicates the direction to follow, and possibly how far, to meet service indicated by the panel

M3b  Indicates the direction to follow, and possibly how far, to meet service indicated by the panel

M3b  Indicates the direction to follow, and possibly how far, to meet service indicated by the panel

50 m  M3b  Indicates the direction to follow, and possibly how far, to meet service indicated by the panel

M3b  Indicates the direction to follow, and possibly how far, to meet service indicated by the panel

M3b  Indicates the direction to follow, and possibly how far, to meet service indicated by the panel

m3d  Indicates that the full panel that refers to the path over which it is implanted

M4a  Refers to vehicles or combinations of vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating or the total authorized rolling weight is less than 3.5 tons.

M4b  Means those transit of people
Complete list of road signs

M4c
Refers to light motorcycles and motorcycles, as defined in Article R.311-1 of the code of the road.

M4d1
Designates cycles.

M4d2
Refers mopeds.

M4e
Denotes that the registration carries the users concerned.

M4f
Refers to vehicles, articulated vehicles, trains or double sets of vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number.

M4g
Means the affected vehicles the transport of goods.

M4h
Refers to vehicles, articulated vehicles, trains or double sets of vehicles used for the transport of goods and whose gross vehicle weight rating and the total permissible weight exceeds the number indicated.

M4i
Designates agricultural vehicles engine.

M4j
Refers to vehicles equipped snow chain.

M4k
Refers to vehicles carrying explosive or inflammable goods, kind and amount defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, as reported such

M4l
Refers to vehicles carrying of goods which pollute water, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, and indicated as such

M4m
Refers to vehicles carrying dangerous goods defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, indicated as such

M4n
Mean facilities Disabled facilities physical

M4p
Means pedestrians.

M4q
Refers to vehicles, articulated vehicles, trains or double combinations of vehicles with a length greater than the number indicated.

M4r
Refers to vehicles weighing more on the axle specified number.

M4s
Refers to drive vehicles animal.

M4t
Means the handcarts.

M4u
Refers to vehicles whose width, load included, exceeds the number indicated.

M4v
Means those whose height, load included, exceeds the number indicated.

M4w
Refers to vehicles towing a trailer with a gross vehicle weight rating exceeds 250 kg

M4x
Refers to vehicles towing a caravan or trailer over 250 kg and total weight rolling, and trailer vehicle, do not exceed 3.5 tonnes

M4y
Denotes riders

M4z
Indicates the category of a tunnel with respect to the dangerous goods.
Complete list of road signs

**M5**
Indicates the distance between the signal and where the driver must mark off and yield.

**M6a**
Indicates that the parking and/or shutdown is inconvenient in the sense of Article R.417-10 of the highway code. In the case of illegally parked, he completed the B6a1 or B6b1 panel. In the case of parking and stop annoying, he completed the B6d panel. In both cases, an offense vehicle may set a pound.

**M6b**
Indicates that parking is unilateral in alternation Semi - Monthly

**M6C**
Indicates the maximum parking time with control disk and, the limits of the period of application of the measured

**M6d**
Indicates that parking pays with meter

**M6f**
Provides details Concerning Prohibition

**M6G**
Gives various indications not concerning prohibitions

**M6H**
Signals that the parking is reserved for vehicles used by disabled people with reduced mobility: large civil invalid, badly disabled war veterans or holders of securities referred to in Article L.2213 local authorities

**M7**
Panonceau scheme. It represents a diagram intersection that will be addressed and indicated by a line wide priority branches. The vertical branch in the lower half of the tab sign represents the road on which it operates.

**M7**
Panonceau scheme. It represents a diagram intersection that will be addressed and indicated by a line wide priority branches. The vertical branch in the lower half of the tab sign represents the road on which it operates.

**M7**
Panonceau scheme. It represents a diagram intersection that will be addressed and indicated by a line wide priority branches. The vertical branch in the lower half of the tab sign represents the road on which it operates.
Complete list of road signs

**M8A**
Plaques application requirements regarding parking and stopping. Indicates that the section on which the limitation applies extends after the sign (that is the beginning of the section).

**M8b**
Plaques application requirements regarding parking and stopping. Indicates that the section on which the limitation period applicable stretches before the panel (it is the end of the section).

**M8C**
Plaques application requirements regarding parking and stopping. Indicates that the section on which the regulation applies extends on either side of the panel (it is a reminder).

**M8D**
Plaques application requirements regarding parking and stopping. Indicates that the section on which the regulation or extends in the direction indicated by the arrow or arrows.

**M8E**
Plaques application requirements regarding parking and stopping. Indicates that the section on which the regulation or extends in the direction indicated by the arrow or arrows.

**M8F**
Plaques application requirements regarding parking and stopping. Indicates that the section on which the regulation or extends in the direction indicated by the arrow or arrows.

**M9a**
Indicates that the panel which it is associated concerns an area Air danger.

**M9B**
Indicates that, at the crossing, the railway is electrified.

**M9c**
Yield

**M9D**
Indicates that the passage Pedestrian is raised

**M9e**
Indicates the location of an emergency stop has a post emergency call

**M9f**
Indicates that the emergency stop location has an emergency phone and a means of struggle against fire

**M9j1**
Indicates the collision risk slow vehicles

**M9j2**
Indicates the collision risk slow vehicles

**M9v1**
Indicates that the prescription given by the associated panel does not apply to cyclists

**M9v2**
Indicates that the prescription given by the associated panel does not apply to cyclists

**M9z**
various indications inscriptions.

**M9z**
various indications inscriptions.
Complete list of road signs

- **SORTIE D’USINE**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **RISQUE D’AVALANCHE**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **CARRIÈRE**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **VERGLAS FRÉQUENT**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **SIGNAL AUTOMATIQUE**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **ARRIES INCLINÉS**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **VÉHICULES SURBARRIÈDES ATTENTION**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **SUR LA FILE DE GAUCHE**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **RAPPEL**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **PAR TEMPS DE PLUIE**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **PAR VÉRGLAS OU Brouillard**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **AQUAPLANAGE**
  - Various indications and inscriptions.

- **M10A**
  - Sign indicating the number of a road or highway.

- **M10A**
  - Sign indicating the number of a road or highway.

- **M10B**
  - Sign indicating the number of a heat exchanger.

- **M10C**
  - Indicates access to a ring road.

- **M10C**
  - Indicates access to a ring road.

- **M10C**
  - Indicates access to a ring road.

- **M10A**
  - Sign indicating the proper name of a site or certain services.

- **M10A**
  - Points out the exceptions to the requirements that apply to a controlled access road.

- **M11b**
  - Tab sign indicating derogations or requirements.
Complete list of road signs

a1a  Right turn

A1b  Left turn

A1c  Succession of corners which is first right

A1d  Succession of corners which One is left

A2a  Cassis or speed bumps

A2b  Retarder speed bumps kind

A3  Narrow passage

A3a  Roadway narrowed by the right

A3b  Roadway narrowed by the left

A4  particularly floor slippery

A6  movable bridge

A7  Crossing fitted with manually operated gates when passing trains

AT 8  Level crossing without gates or half - gates

A9  Crossing tramways

A13a  Place frequented by children

A13b  Pedestrian crossing

A14  Other hazards. The hazard may or may not be specified by a sign

A15a1  Passage of pets

A15a2  Passage of pets

A15b  Passage of wildlife

A15c  riders passage

A16  dangerous descent

A17  Announcement of traffic lights

A18  Traffic in both directions

A19  Risk of falling stones or presence on the road fallen stones

A20  Led to a quay or bank

A21  Led cyclists coming right or left
Complete list of road signs

A23
Crossing a danger area
air

A24
Lateral wind
Complete list of road signs

AB1 Intersection where the driver must give way to vehicles emerging from the or roads to its right

AB2 Intersection with a road the users of which must give way if a AB6 panel can not be used

AB3a Give way to the intersection. Position signal

AB3b Give way at the intersection. advanced signal the AB3a

AB4 Stop at the intersection under the conditions defined in Article R.415-6 of the Highway Code. Position signal

AB5 Stop at the intersection. Signal advanced AB4

AB6 Indication of character Priority road

AB7 End of priority a road

AB25 A roundabout
Complete list of road signs

B0
No cars at all vehicle in both directions

B1
Meaning forbidden for any vehicle

b2a
Prohibition turn left at the next intersection

b2b
Prohibition turn right the next intersection

b2c
No U-turn on the route to the next intersection

B3
No overtaking all motor vehicles other than those on two wheels without Sidecar

b3a
Ban motor vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles, used for the carriage of goods whose gross vehicle weight rating or the permissible gross train weight exceeds 3.5 tonnes to exceed all motor vehicles other than those two wheels without sidecar.

B4
Stop at the customs post

B5a
Stop at the police station

B5b
Stop at the police station

B5c
Stop at the toll plaza

B6a1
Parking forbidden

B6a2
No parking 1 the 15th of the month

B6a3
Parking prohibited from 16 to end of the month

B6b1
Enter a zone parking forbidden

B6b2
Enter a unilateral parking area alternating semi-monthly

B6b3-old
Entry of limited duration parking zone set at 1:30 pm, with control disk

B6b4
Enter a zone paid parking

B6b5-old
Enter a unilateral parking area semi-monthly rotation and limited time set at 1:30 pm, with control disk

B6b6
Entry of limited duration parking zone with control disk

B6b7
Entry of limited duration parking zone set at 1:30 pm, with control disk

B6d
Stopping and parking prohibited

B7a
No entry to motor vehicles except mopeds
Complete list of road signs

B7b
No access at all motor vehicles

B8
No entry for vehicles used for the transport of goods. If the panel is complemented by a M4 category tab sign the ban only applies if the gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight of the vehicle, articulated vehicle-train or combination of vehicles exceeds the number indicated on the tab sign.

B9a
No entry for pedestrians

B9b
No entry for cycles

B9c
No entry for vehicles animal traction

B9d
No entry for vehicles agricultural motor

B9e
No entry for handcarts excluding those referred to in Article R.412-34 of code of the road

B9f
No entry for vehicles in common people

B9g
No entry for mopeds

B9h
No entry for motorcycles and light motorcycles, as defined in Article R.311-1 of Traffic Laws

B9i
No entry for vehicles towing a caravan or trailer over 250 kg as the total authorized rolling weight, vehicle and caravan or trailer, does not exceed 3.5t

B10a
No entry for vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose length is greater than the number indicated

B11
No entry for vehicles whose width, load included, exceeds the specified number

B12
No entry for vehicles whose height, load included, exceeds the specified number

B13
No entry for vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number

B13a
No entry for vehicles weighing more on that axle the indicated number

B14
Speed limit. This panel notifies the ban exceed the specified speed

B14
Speed limit. This panel notifies the ban exceed the specified speed

B14
Speed limit. This panel notifies the ban exceed the specified speed

B14
Speed limit. This panel notifies the ban exceed the specified speed

B14
Speed limit. This panel notifies the ban exceed the specified speed

B15
Give way to traffic oncoming reverse

B16
Prohibited sound signals
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B17 Banning the vehicles to maintain them without an interval of at least the specified number

B18a No entry for vehicles carrying explosive or inflammable goods, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, as reported

B18b No entry for vehicles carrying goods that may pollute the waters, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001, on the transport of dangerous goods by road, and indicated as such

B18C No entry for vehicles carrying dangerous goods defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, such

B19 Other prohibitions whose nature is indicated by a Registration on the panel

B21-1 Obligation to turn right before the panel.

B21-2 Obligation to turn left before the panel.

B21a1 Pass this by the right

B21a2 Pass this by left

B21b Direction to the next intersection: straight

B21c1 Direction to the next intersection: right

B21c2 Compulsory direction at the next intersection: to left

B21d1 Mandatory directions for the next junction: all right or right

B21d2 Mandatory directions for the next junction: all right or left

B21e Mandatory directions for the next junction: right or left

B22A Track or band for compulsory cycles without sidecar or trailer

B22b Compulsory footpath

B22C Mandatory path for riders

B25 Mandatory minimum speed

B26 Mandatory snow chains at least two drive wheels

B27A Vehicle lane of the regular transport services in common

B27B Lane for trams

B29 Other obligations whose nature is indicated by a Registration on the panel

B30 Enter a speed zone limited to 30 km / h
Complete list of road signs

- **B31**: End all prohibitions previously reported, imposed on vehicles movement
- **B33**: Speed limit End
- **B33**: Speed limit End
- **B33**: Speed limit End
- **B34**: Ban End exceed notified by the panel B3
- **B34a**: Ban End exceed notified by the panel B3a
- **B35**: Prohibition end of the use of the horn
- **B39**: End of prohibition whose nature is indicated on the panel
- **B40**: End of trail or strip mandatory for cycle
- **B41**: Obligatory end of road for pedestrians
- **B42**: Obligatory end of road for riders
- **B43**: Minimum speed end mandatory
- **B44**: Obligation to end the use of snow chains
- **B45**: Track end reserved for scheduled service vehicles transit
- **B49**: End of obligation whose nature is indicated by a registration on the panel
- **B50A**: Parking zone output not allowed
- **B50B**: Unilateral parking zone output to alternating semi-monthly
- **B50c**: Limited duration parking zone output, with control per disc
- **B50c-old**: Parking zone output limited time set at 1:30 pm, with control disk
- **B50D**: Parking zone output paying
- **B50e**: Unilateral parking zone output in semi-monthly rotation and of limited duration, with control disk
- **B50e-old**: Unilateral parking zone output in semi-monthly rotation and limited time set at 1:30 pm, with control disk
- **B51**: Release a speed zone limited to 30 km/h
- **B-52**: Enter a meeting area
- **B53**: Output of a meeting area
Complete list of road signs

B54
the pedestrian area entry

B55
pedestrian area output
Complete list of road signs

- **C1a**: Place equipped for the parking.
- **C1b**: Place arranged for free parking at term with limited control disk.
- **C1b-old**: Place arranged for free parking at limited period fixed at 1 h 30 with a control device appropriate.
- **C1c**: Place equipped for the paid parking.
- **C1d**: Place arranged for free parking at limited period fixed at 1 h 30 with a control device appropriate.
- **C2**: Fire hazard.
- **C4a**: Recommended speed. This sign indicates the speed at which it is advisable to travel if circumstances permit and if the user is not required to comply with a specific lower speed category of vehicle he drives. In all cases, the user must control its speed, in accordance with Article R 413 17 of the Highway Code.
- **C4b**: Recommended end speed.
- **C5**: Taxi rank. Stopping and parking are reserved for taxis in service; the appropriate marking points the extent of the reservation.
- **C6**: Bus stop. Stopping and parking of other vehicles are not allowed on a marked extent by the appropriately marked.
- **C8**: Emergency stop location. The location consists of a specific adaptation of the shoulder is for emergency stops.
- **C12**: One-way traffic.
- **C13a**: Dead end.
- **C13b**: Advance warning of an impasse.
- **C14**: Advance warning of the feasibility of a section of road. This sign indicates that a section of road is open or closed to public traffic. When open, he said, if any, special equipment conditions which are subject vehicles on the road.
- **C18**: Priority over oncoming traffic reverse.
- **C20a**: Crosswalk.
- **C20c**: Crossing trams.
- **C23**: Regulated parking for caravans and motorhomes.
Complete list of road signs

C24a
Special traffic conditions per lane on the route followed. The C24a signs indicate the special traffic conditions, such as number of lanes, traffic direction per lane or information concerning one or more lanes of the multi-lane roadway.

C24b
Affected routes. The C24b signs indicate lanes allocated to the approach of an intersection.

C24c
Special traffic conditions on the road or the embranchée. The C24c signs indicate the special traffic conditions, such as number of lanes, traffic direction per lane or information concerning one or more lanes of the embranchée.

C24d
Special traffic conditions per lane on the route followed. The C24d signs indicate the special traffic conditions, such as number of lanes, traffic direction per lane or information concerning one or more lanes of the multi-lane roadway.

C24e
Special traffic conditions per lane on the route followed. The C24e signs indicate the special traffic conditions, such as number of lanes, traffic direction per lane or information concerning one or more lanes of the multi-lane roadway.

C25A
Indicating speed limits border the territory French.

C25B
Reminder speed limits highway.

C26a
Right distress channel.

C26b
Way distress left.

C27
Heightening floor.

C28
Reducing the number of lanes on a divided highway or on a carriageway exceeded niche separated.

C28a
Advance warning of exceeding niche or carriageway section separated.

C28b
Exceeded niche affected three ways "two lanes in one direction and one lane in the other".

C28c
Section of road affected in three ways "in a way direction and two lanes in each other."

C29a
Advance warning of exceeding niche or carriageway section separated.

C29b
Exceeded niche affected three ways "two lanes in one direction and one lane in the other".

C29c
Various indications

C30
Ending a three-way passing niche affected.

C50
Various indications

C62
Advance warning of a terminal withdrawal toll ticket

C64a
Payment through a péageiste.

C64b
Payment by credit card
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C64c
Automatic Payment coins

C64d
Payment by subscription. The lane is reserved for users

C64d
Payment by subscription. The lane is reserved for users

C107
Regulated access highway. This signal is the start of another section of road, a highway, reserved for motor traffic on which the traffic rules are the same as those prescribed in articles R.412-8, R.417-10, R.421-2 (except Item 9) R.421-4 to R.421-7, R.432-1, R.432-3, R.432-5, R.432-7 and R.433-4. The maximum vehicle speed is set at 110 km / h.

C108
End of regulated access highway.

C111
Entering a tunnel. This signal indicates the entrance of a tunnel where it is forbidden to turn around, to stop and to park outside the emergency stop locations provided for this purpose under Article R.417-10 of the Highway code and where the lighting of headlights is mandatory.

C112
End of a track or a recommended bike lane reserved for cycles and two or three wheels. This signal indicates the end of the regulations issued by the C113 panel.

C113
Recommended track or cycle lane reserved for cycles and two or three wheels. This signal indicates that access to a track or a bike lane is recommended and reserved for cycles with two or three wheels and indicates to pedestrians and drivers of other vehicles that they do not have the right to borrow this development nor to stop.

C114
End of a track or a recommended bike lane reserved for cycles and two or three wheels. This signal indicates the end of the regulations issued by the C113 panel.

C115
Green Lane - lane reserved for pedestrians and non-motorized vehicles.

C116
Greenway end - lane reserved for pedestrians and non-motorized vehicles.

C117
Advance warning of a section with a tunnel which access is prohibited to vehicles carrying dangerous goods.

C117
Advance warning of a section with a tunnel which access is prohibited to vehicles carrying dangerous goods.

C207
Beginning of a section of motorway. This signal is the start of the application of special rules for motorway driving.

C208
End of a section of motorway. This signal announces the end of the implementation of special traffic rules on the highway.

EC1
Help station

CE2a
Emergency position

CE2B
Public telephone booth

CE3a
Information on services or activities

CE3b
Service information panel as part of the relay

CE4a
Camping for tents
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE4b</td>
<td>Campground for caravans and motor homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE4c</td>
<td>Camping for tents, caravans and motor homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE5a</td>
<td>Youth hostel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE5b</td>
<td>B &amp; B or gîte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE6a</td>
<td>Starting point of a route pedestrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE6b</td>
<td>Starting point of a circuit cross country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE7</td>
<td>Location for picnic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE8</td>
<td>Train car / train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE10</td>
<td>Jetty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE12</td>
<td>Open to the public toilets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE14</td>
<td>Installations for disabled people reduced mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE15a</td>
<td>Fueling station open 7 days on 7 and 24 hours on 24 providing petroleum gas refueling liquefied (LPG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE15c</td>
<td>Fueling station open 7 days 7 hours 24 and 24 providing petroleum gas refueling liquefied (LPG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE15e</td>
<td>Brand fueling station open 7 days 7 and 24 hours on 24 providing petroleum gas refueling liquefied (LPG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE15f</td>
<td>Brand fueling station open 7 days on 7 and 24 hours on 24 also ensuring the supply of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE16</td>
<td>Restaurant open 7 days 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE17</td>
<td>Hotel or motel open 7 days 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE18</td>
<td>Drinking establishment or institution offering snacks open 7 summary 7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE19</td>
<td>Launching site Small craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE20a</td>
<td>Cable car station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE20b</td>
<td>Starting point of a chairlift or a gondola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE21</td>
<td>Point of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE22</td>
<td>Broadcasting station transmitting frequency dedicated to information on road traffic and the state of roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE23</td>
<td>Child games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE24</td>
<td>Dumping station for caravans, auto-caravans, cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE25</td>
<td>Bank ATM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE26</td>
<td>Filling station, out station Service, whose use is free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CE27
The detent

EC28
Computer Troubleshooting

EC29
Means of struggle against fire

CE30a
Emergency exit to the right

CE30b
Emergency exit to the left

EC50
Various facilities or services
Complete list of road signs

D21a
Panel position with an indication of distance

D95
BORDEAUX
USSEL

D21B
Panel position having no indication of distance

D31b
Sign advanced output not numbered

D31f
Sign advanced bifurcation highway

Da31a
Sign advanced lane allocation numbered output

Da31d
Sign advanced lane allocation numbered output

Da32a
Sign extended channel assignment A road area

D41B
Advance warning panel unnumbered exit

D42b
Panel of advance in diagrammatic sense roundabouts

D21a
Panel position with an indication of distance

D95
Clermont-Ferrand
Montluçon

D21a
Panel position with an indication of distance

D95
Clermont-Ferrand
Montluçon

D21a
Panel position with an indication of distance

D29
Les Avôts

D29
Les Avôts

D29
Les Avôts

D31d
Road sign Advanced numbered output

D32a
Road sign Advanced road area

D32b
Road sign Advanced area on highway

D31E
Sign advanced output not numbered

D31b
Sign advanced output not numbered

D31c
Sign advanced lane allocation of motorway junction

D31f
Sign advanced bifurcation highway

D31f
Sign advanced bifurcation highway

D41a
Advance warning panel numbered output

D41b
Advance warning panel numbered output

D41c
Advance warning panel motorway junction

D42A
Advance warning diagrammatic panel crossroads complex

D42b
Panel of advance in diagrammatic sense roundabouts

D42b
Panel of advance in diagrammatic sense roundabouts

D42b
Panel of advance in diagrammatic sense roundabouts
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D43
Panel of advance current crossroads

D43a
advance warning panel of output channels assignment numbered.

D43b
advance warning panel of output channels assignment unnumbered.

D41c
Assignment advance warning sign pathways motorway junction

D41da
advance warning panel of output channels assignment numbered.

D41db
advance warning panel of output channels assignment unnumbered.

D41e
Assignment advance warning sign pathways motorway junction

D41f
Assignment advance warning sign pathways motorway junction

D41fa
advance warning panel of output channels assignment numbered.

D41fb
advance warning panel of output channels assignment unnumbered.

D44
Panel of advance village stage

D44a
Panel of advance village stage

D45
Panel of advance warning about 20 kilometers a Village stage.

D45a
Panel of advance warning about 20 kilometers a Village stage.

D46
Advance warning of a service area or rest on highway

D46a
Advance warning of a service or rest area on highway carriageway

D46b
Advance warning of the start of a road or motorway toll section. Users not wishing to embark on the road or motorway toll section can change direction the next intersection.

D46ba
Advance warning of the start of a road or motorway toll section. Users not wishing to embark on the road or motorway toll section can change direction the next intersection.

D47b
Advance warning of a toll station for the removal of a toll ticket or payment toll

D47ba
Advance warning of a toll station for the removal of a toll ticket or payment toll

D47c
Advance warning of payment TOLL

D47ca
Advance warning of payment TOLL

D51c
Warning Sign single output

D51ca
Warning Sign single output

D51cr
warning sign single output also gives access to an area of service or rest

D51cra
warning sign single output also gives access to an area of service or rest

D51d
Warning Sign close outputs

D51da
Warning Sign close outputs

D51dr
Warning Sign close outputs, one of which also provides access to a service area or rest

D51dra
Warning Sign close outputs, one of which also provides access to a service area or rest

D52a
Warning Sign easy motorway junction

D52a
Warning Sign easy motorway junction

D52b
Warning Sign motorway junction and close outputs

D52ba
Warning Sign motorway junction and close outputs

Da51b
Warning Sign output with channel assignment

D51b
Warning Sign output with channel assignment

Da51br
warning sign output also provides access to a service area or rest, with channel assignment

D51bra
warning sign output also provides access to a service area or rest, with channel assignment

Da52
warning sign motorway junction and channel assignment

D52
warning sign motorway junction and channel assignment

D61a
Panel confirmation running on roads

D61b
Panel confirmation Current used on highway

D62a
Confirmation panel shooting used on highway

D62b
Confirmation panel shooting used on highway
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D62c
shooting confirmation panel with arrow (s) vertical assignment (s) used
highway

D62d
shooting confirmation panel with arrow (s) bent assignment (s) used
highway

D63c
Confirmation of the panel Next exit

D63d
Sign announcing the next junction
highway

D64
current confirmation panel bifurcation motorway.

D69a
end panel route "S"

D71
Panel of complementary output signals. It is meant to inform the user of destinations served by the next exit, for which continuity of staking is no longer assured

D72b
additional sign of the various outlets serving a agglomeration

D73
Panel of advance complementary Release

D74a
additional advance warning panel motorway junction comprising highway numbers

D74b
additional advance warning panel motorway junction having no of motorway numbers

D79a
Road sign complementary route “S”

D79b
additional sign route “Bis”
Complete list of road signs

DC29 It indicates where the user has to start his maneuver to move towards services and equipment in the direction indicated by the arrow.

DC29 It indicates where the user has to start his maneuver to move towards services and equipment in the direction indicated by the arrow.

DC43 He announced Amenities served in next junction

DC43 He announced Amenities served in next junction
Complete list of road signs

Dp1a Staking a pedestrian emergency call station to the right

Dp1b Staking a pedestrian emergency call station to the left

DP2A Staking a pedestrian emergency exit to the right

Dp2b Staking a pedestrian emergency exit to the left
Complete list of road signs

DV11  additional identification sign of a route
       Bicycle

DV12  Additional panel naming a route
       Bicycle

DV21a  Panel position with an indication of destination and
        an indication of distance

DV21b  Panel position with an indication of destination

DV21c  directional sign position without indication
        destination or distance

DV21d  directional sign position without indication
        destination or distance

DV42a  advance warning diagrammatic panel
crossroads complex.

DV42b  advance warning diagrammatic panel
crossroads at roundabout.

DV43a  current advance warning sign intersections with an indication of
       destination and an indication of distance

DV43b  current advance warning sign intersections with an indication of
       destination

DV43c  current advance warning sign intersections neither with an indication of destination, or
       an indication of distance

DV43d  current advance warning sign intersections neither with an indication of destination, or
       an indication of distance

DV44  Inset advance warning of a cycling route

DV61  Panel confirmation
       current
Complete list of road signs

**Les Fontaines**
**E31** Location of all places through which the road where there is no specific panel

**Pont de Pierre**
**E31** Location of all places through which the road where there is no specific panel

**La Petite Montagne**
**E31** Location of all places through which the road where there is no specific panel

**Foret de Fontainebleau**
**E31** Location of all places through which the road where there is no specific panel

**Vallee de Chouefine**
**E31** Location of all places through which the road where there is no specific panel

**Col de Plane**
**E31** Location of all places through which the road where there is no specific panel

**La Cote des Pins**
**E32** Locating a watercourse

**Higione**
**E33a** Locating a national park, a regional park, a nature reserve or coastal conservation of the land and Lakeshores

**Les Fonts de Royan**
**E33b** Membership of a joint in a national park, a regional park, a nature reserve or a coastal conservation area and Lakeshores.

**Aire de la Fayette**
**E34a** Locating a road area

**A75**
**E34b** End location of an area road

**Hiron d'Agaron**
**E35a** Location of an area highway

**La Part du Soleil**
**E35b** End location of an area highway

**Sculpteur Roy**
**E36** Location of administrative area or department

**E37a** Specifies the name of a work of art and its author on roads where traffic pedestrians are prohibited.

**E37b** Specifies the name of the author of a work of art on the roads where pedestrian traffic is prohibited

**E41** Cartridge green background, characterizing the European network

**N89** Cartridge red background, characterizing the roads and National highways network

**A75** Cartridge red background, characterizing the roads and National highways network

**D28** Cartridge white background, characterizing networks municipal or rural

**C6** Cartridge white background, characterizing networks municipal or rural

**F7** Cartridge green background, characterizing networks forest

**R2** Cartridge white background, characterizing networks municipal or rural

**E43** yellow cartridge, characterizing networks departmental

**E44** Cartridge white background, characterizing networks municipal or rural
Complete list of road signs

E52a
Terminal used on the roads and highways of the national network, with the name of the route on a red background, and tracking information.

E52b
Terminal used on the roads and highways of the national network, with the name of the route on a red background and indications of longitudinal register and mountain backdrop.

E52c
Registration pad hectometric used on the roads and highways of the national network, rectangular, having the name of the route in yellow and longitudinal tracking information on background.

E53a
Terminal used on county roads, with the name of the route in yellow and longitudinal tracking information on background.

E53b
Terminal used on county roads, with the name of the route in yellow and longitudinal directions and locating high on white background.

E53c
Registration pad hectometric used on county roads, rectangular shape, having the name of the route in yellow and longitudinal directions and locating high on white background.

E54a
Terminal used on local roads, with the name of the route and longitudinal directions and locating.

E54b
Terminal used on local roads, with the name of the route and longitudinal directions and locating.

E54c
Registration pad hectometric used on local roads, rectangular shape, having the name of the route and longitudinal tracking information on background.
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ID1a Parking

ID1b Park and Ride: parking providing connections to different networks transit

ID2 Airport providing passenger transport lines regular.

ID3 Ensuring the hospital or clinic emergency room

ID4 Hospital or clinic providing not emergencies

ID5a Emergency position

ID5b telephone call from post

ID6 Information Relay Service

ID7 Accessibility for people with disabilities reduced mobility

ID8 Camping for tents

ID9 Campground for caravans

ID10 Youth hostel

ID11 Location for picnic

ID12a Train station whose passenger traffic is greater than or equal 30 000 passengers per year

ID12b Train Station car

ID13a Pier for ferry or car-ferry

ID13b Docks whose merchandise annual traffic greater than 20 000 t.

ID14a distribution station fuel.

ID14b fueling station, also ensuring gas supply Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)

ID14c Garage or service station in

ID14d distribution station fuel.

ID15a Regional Park: it is an ideogram type receiving in brown oval emblem of the regional natural park report

ID15a1 Regional Park The Armorique

ID15a2 Regional Park Ballons des Vosges

ID15a3 Regional Nature Park Brenne

ID15a4 Regional Park of Brière

ID15a5 Regional Park Loops of the Seine Normandy

ID15a6 Regional Park Camargue
Complete list of road signs

- Regional Nature Park Charteuse
- Regional Natural Park of Corsica
- Regional Park Forest Eastern
- Regional Park Causses
- Regional Nature Park Upper Chevreuse Valley
- Regional Park High Jura Mountains
- Regional Park High Languedoc
- Regional Park Landes de Gascogne
- Regional Park Livradois
- Lorraine Regional Natural Park
- Luberon Regional Nature Park
- Regional Park Cotentin and Bessin
- Regional Park North Vosges
- Regional Park Montagne de Reims
- Regional Park Massif Bauges
- Regional Park Auvergne volcanoes
- Regional Park Loire - Anjou - Touraine
- Vercors Regional Natural Park
- Verdon Regional Park
- Perche Regional Nature Park
## Complete list of road signs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID15a35</th>
<th>ID15a36</th>
<th>ID15a37</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Park</td>
<td>Scarpe Regional Park</td>
<td>Regional Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Périgord</td>
<td>Scheldt</td>
<td>french Gâtinais</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID15a38</th>
<th>ID15a39</th>
<th>ID15a40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Park</td>
<td>Regional Natural Park</td>
<td>Regional Nature Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Quercy</td>
<td>of Monts Ardèche</td>
<td>Guyana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID15a41</th>
<th>ID15b</th>
<th>ID15c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Natural Park</td>
<td>National Park</td>
<td>Nature reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Caps and Marais d'Opale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID15d</th>
<th>ID15e</th>
<th>ID16a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservatory Land</td>
<td>public reception point in a sensitive natural area.</td>
<td>Monument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal and Lakeshore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID16b</th>
<th>ID16d</th>
<th>ID16e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>classified site</td>
<td>Museum that received the name &quot;Museum of France&quot;, created by the Law No. 2002-5 of 4 January 2002.</td>
<td>Park or garden having been awarded the &quot;Remarkable Garden&quot; awarded by the Ministry of culture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID17</th>
<th>ID18</th>
<th>ID19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point Youth Home</td>
<td>B &amp; B or gîte</td>
<td>Point of view</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID20a</th>
<th>ID20b</th>
<th>ID20c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leisure Centre</td>
<td>Horseback riding, walking, ranch, pony club</td>
<td>Pool aquatic center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID20d</th>
<th>ID20e</th>
<th>ID20f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beach</td>
<td>Point of launching Small craft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID21a</th>
<th>ID21b</th>
<th>ID22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downhill ski resort</td>
<td>military Cemetery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID21b</th>
<th>ID22</th>
<th>ID23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>starting point of a route Tour on foot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Complete list of road signs

- **ID24**: Déchèterie
- **ID25**: Hotel
- **ID26a**: Restaurant
- **ID26b**: Drinking establishment or institution offering Summary snacks.
- **ID27**: Country house
- **ID28**: Village stage, usable for villages having been awarded the “Village step” awarded by the Ministry of roads.
- **ID29**: Drinking water faucet
- **ID30**: Motor home
- **ID31**: Bathroom
- **ID32**: ATM
- **ID33a**: Local products
- **ID33b**: Wine products

Logotypes:
- **Example logotype**: Hautes Pyrenees
- **Example logotype**: Upper Loire
- **Example logotype**: The Handle
- **Example logotype**: Alps Haute-Provence
- **Example logotype**: Charente-Maritime
- **Example logotype**: Britain
- **Example logotype**: Upper Normandy
- **Example logotype**: Country the Loire
- **Sample logo Region Center**
- **Sample logo Region Haute Normandie**
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**SE2b**
To identify or locate an interchange for outputs to the right

**SE2b**
To identify or locate an interchange for outputs to the right

**SE2c**
To identify or locate an interchange for exits exceptionally to the left

**SE3**
To report a motorway junction

**SI1a**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles used to transport merchandise

**SI1b**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited cargo transport vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the number indicated

**SI2**
Advanced signaling a management prohibited cycles

**SI3**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to transport vehicles in common people

**SI4**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited mopeds

**SI5**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles for the carriage of goods whose length is greater than the number indicated

**SI6**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles whose width, load included, exceeds the specified number

**SI7**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles whose height, load included, exceeds the specified number

**SI8**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number

**SI9**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles weighing more on that axle the indicated number

**SI10**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles carrying explosive or inflammable goods, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, as reported such

**SI11**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles carrying of goods which pollute water, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, and indicated as such

**SI12**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles carrying dangerous goods covering the prohibitions prescribed by the SI10 and SI11 symbols

**SI13**
Advanced signaling a direction forbidden to light motorcycles and motorcycles within the meaning of Article R.311-1 of the Highway Code

**SI14**
Advanced signaling a direction prohibited to vehicles towing caravans or trailers over 250 kg as the total authorized rolling weight, more vehicle caravan or trailer does not exceed 3.5T

**SC1a**
Directorate recommended for transportation vehicles affected merchandise

**SC1b**
Directorate recommended for vehicles transporting goods whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number

**SC2**
Directorate recommended for cycles

**SC3**
Directorate recommended for transport vehicles Common people

**SC4**
Directorate recommended for mopeds
Complete list of road signs

**SC5**
Directorate recommended for vehicles used for the transport of goods whose length is greater than the specified number.

**SC6**
Directorate advised to vehicles whose width, load included, is greater than the number indicated.

**SC7**
Directorate advised to vehicles with a height, load included, greater than the number indicated.

**SC8**
Directorate advised to vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number.

**SC9**
Directorate recommended for vehicles weighing on an axle more than indicated.

**SC10**
Directorate recommended for vehicles carrying explosive or inflammable goods, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, and indicated as such.

**SC11**
Directorate recommended for vehicles transporting goods likely to pollute water, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, as reported.

**SC12**
Directorate recommended for vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number.

**SC13**
Directorate recommended for light motorcycles and motorcycles within the meaning of Article R.311-1 of the Highway Code.

**SC14**
Directorate recommended for vehicle towing a caravan or trailer over 250kg total weight such as rolling over or vehicle caravan trailer does not exceed 3.5 t.

**SC15**
Directorate recommended for vehicles with a permissible gross train weight is less than 3.5T.

**SC16**
Directorate recommended for vehicles whose width, load included, is greater than the number indicated.

**SC17**
Directorate recommended for light motorcycles and motorcycles within the meaning of Article R.311-1 of the Highway Code.

**SC18**
Directorate advised to vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number.

**SC19**
Directorate recommended for vehicles weighing on an axle more than indicated.

**SC20**
Directorate recommended for vehicles carrying explosive or inflammable goods, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, and indicated as such.

**SC21**
Directorate recommended for vehicles transporting goods likely to pollute water, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, as reported.

**SC22**
Directorate recommended for vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number.

**SC23**
Directorate recommended for light motorcycles and motorcycles within the meaning of Article R.311-1 of the Highway Code.

**SC24**
Directorate recommended for vehicle towing a caravan or trailer over 250kg total weight such as rolling over or vehicle caravan trailer does not exceed 3.5 t.

**SC25**
Directorate recommended for vehicles with a permissible gross train weight is less than 3.5T.

**SC26**
Directorate recommended for vehicles carrying explosive or inflammable goods, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, and indicated as such.

**SC27**
Directorate recommended for vehicles transporting goods likely to pollute water, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, as reported.

**SC28**
Directorate recommended for vehicles, articulated vehicles, double trains or vehicles whose gross vehicle weight rating or the total permissible weight exceeds the specified number.

**SC29**
Directorate recommended for light motorcycles and motorcycles within the meaning of Article R.311-1 of the Highway Code.

**SC30**
Directorate recommended for vehicle towing a caravan or trailer over 250kg total weight such as rolling over or vehicle caravan trailer does not exceed 3.5 t.

**SC31**
Directorate recommended for vehicles with a permissible gross train weight is less than 3.5T.

**SC32**
Directorate recommended for vehicles carrying explosive or inflammable goods, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, and indicated as such.

**SC33**
Directorate recommended for vehicles transporting goods likely to pollute water, nature and quantity defined by the order of 1 June 2001 on the transport of dangerous goods by road, as reported.

**SU1**
Identifying an “S” substitution route said “S”. It features a network associated with a main motorway network it replaces when it known disturbances.

**SU2**
Sets the paying of certain highways or certain works.

**SU3**
Identifies a motorway route. He says the main highway serving the number or the particulars which it is associated. Its use is limited to detour routes to town or when one borrows short sections of motorways with different numbers.

**SU4**
Can characterize a ring road.
Complete list of road signs

H11 Indication literal message

H12 Indication per message graphic

H13 Indication literal message and graphic

H21 Locating a route touristic

H22 Advance warning of a route touristic

H23 Advance warning of a route touristic

H24 End of a tourist route

H31 Indication of a curiosity or a tourist site completed by management to follow

H32 Indication of a curiosity or a tourist attraction, complete with the direction to follow and by a graphic message

H33 Indication of a curiosity or a tourist site completed by a graphic message
SR2a
He recalled that the spacing between the users must leave their vehicles on motorways and on roads to two times two dénivelés roads and intersections.

SR2b
He recalled that the spacing between the users must leave their vehicles on highway and road to dual carriageway dénivelés and intersections.

SR2c
He recalled that the spacing between the users must leave their vehicles on highway and road twice two lanes uneven intersections.

SR3
Signal announcing an area where the speed is controlled by a or speed cameras.

SR4
Signal announcing that the met area is under video surveillance by the road manager, to ensure better user safety and traffic control, in accordance with Law No. 95-73 of 21 January 1995 guidance and programming on the security.

SR50
Signal reminding a road safety message scope General
Complete list of road signs

J1
Markup turns

J1bis
Markup turns on roads frequently snowy

J3
Position signaling road intersections

J4
Markup turns

J4
Markup turns on roads frequently snowy

J5
Signaling traffic islands heads bypass by the right

J6
Delineator, tagging limits pavements

J7
Windsock. Tag indicating where often a strong side wind and the intensity and direction of celui

J10
Tag for crossing

J11
A device for reinforcing a Standing continuous marking

J12
A device for reinforcing a permanent marking in diverge

J13
Beacon obstacle signaling

J14a
Tags Pierhead, signaling the divergent paths

J14b
Tags Pierhead, signaling the divergent paths

G1
Position feedback, firstly, of the crossings in a way neither gates nor half-gates are not equipped with automatic warning and, secondly, the air of danger areas where low-level aircraft movements are a danger to traffic. In this case the panel is complemented by a bright interrupt traffic device (two red lights flashing alternately and

G1bis
Position feedback crossings to one lane with a light and sound signaling without automatic or semi-barrier fence. The G1bis signals and G1bis are composed respectively of a G1 or G1b panel complemented by a beep and a flashing light which operates ad

G1a
Position feedback crossings in several ways without barrier or semi-barrier and without cabinet automatic warning

G1a_bis
Position feedback crossings multi-lane equipped with a light and sound signaling without automatic or semi-barrier fence. The signals G1a and G1c_bis are composed respectively of a G1a or G1c panel complemented by a beep and a flashing red light, the operation ad
Complete list of road signs

G1b
Position feedback, firstly, of the crossings in a way neither gates nor half-gates are not equipped with automatic warning and, secondly, the air of danger areas where low-level aircraft movements are a danger to traffic. In this case the panel is complemented by a bright interrupt traffic device (two red lights flashing alternately and placed at the same height).

G1b_bis
Position feedback crossings to one lane with a light and sound signaling without automatic or semi-barrier fence. The G1b signals and G1b_bis are composed respectively of a G1 or G1b panel complemented by a beep and a flashing light which operates ad train arrivals.

G1c
Position feedback crossings in several ways without barrier or semi-barrier and without cabinet automatic warning.

G1c_bis
Position feedback crossings multi-lane equipped with a light and sound signaling without automatic or semi-barrier fence. The signals G1a and G1c_bis_bis are composed respectively of a G1a or G1c panel complemented by a beep and a flashing red light, the operation ad train arrivals.

G2
Automatic warning with a flashing red light and equipped with automatic half barriers intercepting the right side of the roadway. The operation of the flashing red light announces the arrival of trains and shortly before the closure of half barriers.

G3
Portique. Signalisation crossings with electrified tracks when the height of the contact is less than 6 meters.
Complete list of road signs

R1
The beacon lights warning and R1 are used to supplement the permanent warning signs, advance warning of priority schemes or standing markup.

R2
Lighting fires and R2 are used to supplement warning temporary signaling.

R2d
Lighting fires and R2d scrolling warning lights consist of associates to light in succession.
Complete list of road signs

R12  two-tone signals for pedestrians

R13b  modal traffic signals for regular services transit duly authorized use lanes reserved their intention

R13c  modal traffic signals cyclists

R14  directional traffic signals

R14  directional traffic signals

R14  directional traffic signals

R14  directional traffic signals

R15c  Signals modal anticipation to cycle

R16  feedforward signals directional

R16  feedforward signals directional

R16  feedforward signals directional

R16  feedforward signals directional

R16  feedforward signals directional

R17  Signals for trams

R18  for directional signals tramways

R21a  channel assignment signal which means the prohibition to borrow the lane below

R21b  channel assignment signal which means permission to borrow the track located above

R21c  channel assignment signal which means the obligation to fall back toward the adjacent lane indicated by the arrow

R21c  channel assignment signal which means the obligation to fall back toward the adjacent lane indicated by the arrow

R22  traffic signal control stream

R22  traffic signal control stream

R23  two-tone signal control individual

R23  two-tone signal control individual

R24  stop signals
R25
Stop signal for pedestrians.
STOP flashing
Complete list of road signs

PMV
Panel variable message
(example)
Complete list of road signs

AK2
Cassis, donkey

AK3
Narrow passage

AK4
Slippery road

AK5
Works. This panel requires users respect to prudent elementary rule of providing the possibility of having to adjust their speed to the possible difficulties of the passage in order to ensure their own safety, that of other road users and that of staff.

AK14
Other hazards. The hazard may or may not be specified by entry

AK17
Light signals Announcement directing traffic

Construction site

AK22
Projection gravel

AK30
Plug

AK31
Accident

K2
Position Barrages. Signalisation work or other obstacle character

K2
Position Barrages. Signalisation work or other obstacle character

temporary

temporary

K5a
Conical device

K5b
Position feedback temporary barriers limits or site

K5C
Beacon position alignment. Signalisation of obstacles limits

temporary

K5D
Tag boundary position guidage. Signalisation temporary obstacles

K8
Position signal a deviation or narrowing

Temporary floor

K8
Position signal a deviation or narrowing

Temporary floor

K10
Signal for adjusting hand traffic

K14 tape
Site boundary signal or closing signal a level crossing

K15
Portico. Signal limited advance warning gauge

K16
Modular separator path. Continuous separation device or delineation and guidance

K15
Portico. Signal limited advance warning gauge

 KC1
Major project Indication or various situations
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KC1
- Major project indication or various situations

KC1
- Major project indication or various situations

KD8
- Advance warning of change floor or path

KD8
- Advance warning of change floor or path

KD8
- Advance warning of change floor or path

KD9
- Channel assignment

KD9
- Channel assignment

KD9
- Channel assignment

KD9
- Channel assignment

KD10a
- Announcement of the reduction in the number of free left lane traffic on roads dual carriageway

KD10b
- Adv. emergency signalling, reducing multiple lanes on roads carriageway

KD21
- Deflection direction with mention of the city

KD21
- Deflection direction with mention of the city

KD22
- Deflection direction

KD22
- Deflection direction

KD22
- Deflection direction

KD42
- Advance warning deviation

KD42
- Advance warning deviation

KD42
- Advance warning deviation

KD42
- Advance warning deviation

KD43
- Current advance warning

KD43
- Current advance warning

KD43
- Current advance warning
Complete list of road signs

KD43 current advance warning

KD44 the origin of advance insert a route deviation

KD44 the origin of advance insert a route deviation

KD62 deflection confirmation

KD69 End of deviation

KD69 End of deviation

KD79 additional signaling a detour route

KD79 additional signaling a detour route

KM1 distance of plaques associated with panels temporary

KM1 distance of plaques associated with panels temporary

KM2 Scope associated Panonceau temporary signs

KM9 Panonceau of various indications associated with panels Temporary danger AK

KM9 Panonceau of various indications associated with panels Temporary danger AK

KS1 The KS1 symbol is used to differentiate the staking of several diversion routes that intersect. It consists of a black background rectangle which contains, in yellow, the inscription "Dev." Followed by a number corresponding to the identifier the deviation.

KR11 traffic signal PTT temporary

KR41 Light line. It strengthens the position of a signaling response vehicle or work with indication side by which we must bypass.

KR42 light arrow. It indicates the direction toward which we must deport.

KR43 light arrow. It means the requirement to veer to the adjacent lane indicated.

KR44 Light signal. mobile signal position of a construction Temporary floor.

KXC50 Light signal. literal message used to préciser or supplement information delivered by a signal or to deliver information when it does not have the or adequate signals.